
Round Up Report 
Reflections on 2021 and the 2022 Mandate 

ABOUT 2021 - BUILDING BACK FOR A BETTER FUTURE 
 
The world of work changed beyond all recognition as people emerged from the pandemic lockdown to 
their new routine and firms worked hard to transform their employee proposition and 
organisational culture to accommodate the ‘new norm’.  By year end 2021, another peak in cases 
necessitated a return to work from home if you can, yet thankfully much of the heavy lifting had been 
done to support colleagues from a physical, mental and emotional perspective. 
 
The first challenge for City HR was to help firms to visualise the return to the workplace.  A working party 
was set up under the joint leadership of Martin Jackson, Federated Hermes; Jo Sykes, an HR Leader from 
Insurance, and Marian Bloodworth at Deloitte Legal LLP to lead weekly member discussions on the issues 
impacting employment law, technology, premises and wellbeing.  Along with the results of the 
December 2020 Benchmarking survey, which highlighted the emergence of ‘the HR Mega-Job comprising 
People, Property and Technology’, firms were able to test their response to the workplace return. 
 
The second challenge impacting the people agenda was culture and the importance of equity, 
diversity and inclusion in driving the right culture.  The EDI Taskforce, under the chair of Fenil Khiroya, 
Standard Chartered Bank, undertook a one year review of ethnic diversity culminating in two key market 
services.  “Inspiring Journeys to Race Equality” was the culmination of their research, toolkits, 
technology, metrics and individual company stories to help firms determine their own approach.  The 
City HR EDI Taskforce Portal can also be found on our website which links users to outstanding research 
and insights in this field. 
 
Our EDI work did not stop there.  In June, our Shadow Board led Pride in the City Week with brilliant 
speakers and employee experiences on LGBTQ+ which culminated in a fascinating podcast.  I was 
personally delighted that our CEO, Andrea Eccles, was appointed an Advisory Board member of the Socio-
Economic Taskforce (an HM Treasury and BEIS Programme led by the City of London Corporation).  This 
group’s mission is to improve social mobility and talent progression within financial and professional 
services, and regular updates have been provided on this important topic throughout the year.  Then, 
amongst a broad range of topics, the City HR Annual Conference welcomed a group of panellists to discuss 
Neuro-diversity, which is a topic we will certainly explore more in 2022.  Last but by no means least, our 
express thanks must go to Helen Farr, at Taylor Wessing LLP, for coordinating the City HR Association’s 
response to the regulators’ discussion paper on Diversity and Inclusion in Financial Services: Working to 
Drive Change. 
 
Whilst culture has underpinned our activities for this year, it was evident from the Benchmarking Survey 
results that Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) was a priority for many firms.  A range of 
sessions followed on its purpose, the impact on the people agenda, what it means to investors and the 
business alongside the information now required from HR departments to satisfy a range of 
stakeholders.  We also explored leadership approaches as more organisations recognise the significant 
impact that courage and compassion in business strategy can have on the success of transformation 
and change management. 
 
I have to tell you that City HR is not immune from change and in June of this year I will have proudly 
served 4 years as your Chair.   Early in the New Year, the process to identify the next leader for our own 
membership association commenced as we head to our Golden Jubilee in 2023! As ever, your continued 
support of the Association is much appreciated as we continue to focus on the people issues that matter 
the most to our community. 
 

Ben Higgins, 
Chair, City HR Association 
Managing Director, Head of HR, Société Générale, UK and Ireland 
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Colin Jackson CBE, 
Olympian, Sports 
Commentator and Strictly 
Come Dancing Contestant 
put conference delegates 
through their paces on 
Making Dreams a Reality, 
virtual November 2021

CONFERENCE 
SPEAKERS AND 
MEMBERS OUT 
AND ABOUT IN 
2021!

Board members 
at the HR Guild 
Dinner- First 
outing for HR 
professionals in 
October 2021.

ABOUT 2022 - NAVIGATING THE BRAVE NEW WORLD OF WORK 
 
As organisations returned in the New Year, the pandemic continued to create 
challenges.  Whilst we are not yet out of the woods there are green-shoots in the 
trees that indicate that better times are ahead and HR continues to work hard to 
capture this spirit. 
 
New workforce patterns, implemented in 2021, engendered a review of many 
people policies that will remain in force for the foreseeable future.   Embedded 
within every firm are mental well-being programmes built to facilitate hybrid 
working and to support connectivity aimed at managers and employees alike.   A 
prime concern is to help employees avoid burn-out, to work happily and 
effectively and to remain healthy. 
 
Employee engagement dominates much of the people agenda as firms remain 
proactive to be employers of choice.  The pandemic has enabled workers to 
consider their worklife balance and to seek working arrangements that support 
their choices.   
 
From the top down, change is afoot. New leadership styles are emerging and 
courage and compassion alongside openness and trust are necessary tools in 
managing the workforce.  The enhancement of digital skills at all levels is critical 
and the progression of talent from diverse backgrounds, including social mobility, 
is gathering pace.     
 
Talent retention is becoming an issue as a higher than usual number of associate 
level professionals and IT technicians are changing firms and skills shortages 
have emerged in data science, ESG and mid-level HR. And the attraction of diverse 
talent from apprentices upwards continues. 
 
All the while, culture, regulation and operational resilience continue to dominate 
the internal to-do list.  As does building sustainable businesses and the whole 
ESG agenda.  Underpinning all of this is the continued focus on Equality, 
Diversity and Inclusion and getting pay and progression aligned to not only 
meet governance standards but to show all employees that we care. 
 
These are the multiple themes in the City HR Association’s mandate for 2022.   
With the pandemic still impacting how we deliver services, our member 
proposition will be virtual, in person and hybrid as shown in our Events 
Schedule 2022.   
 
To ensure that members stay well informed on these varied topics, we have built 
some strong alliances to help us through the challenge of 2022.   These include 
PwC helping us to focus on regulation and the data management elements of EDI, 
Lee Hecht Harrison on leadership and career progression and UCL School of 
Management in providing research and insights on wider education matters. Our 
EDI remit will also champion social mobility and neuro-diversity. 
 
Meanwhile, people data and trends are more important now than ever before as 
firms strive to understand how their people management programmes are 
performing.  For this reason, members will once again be given the opportunity 
to scope out and participate in our 2022 City HR Policies Benchmarking Survey 
to secure the answers they need to drive their business. 
 
Finally, a considerable success for 2020-21 was the establishment, development 
and significant contribution of our Shadow Board.  We will be recruiting again 
this year and welcome Board or Shadow Board applications.  Please see the next 
page for the latter’s personal insight.  We look forward to working with all members 
and collaborators in 2022. 
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THE SHADOW BOARD  
 
The Shadow Board (SB) held their inaugural meeting in January 2021. Being in lockdown 
this meeting of ten senior HR professionals from different organisations was held 
‘virtually’. In fact, we had never met in person and would not do so until the Conference 
in November 2021 – see photo above.    Despite our virtual restrictions, the SB members 
have created a wonderful support network, not just addressing the SB goals and 
objectives set by ourselves and the City HR Board but supporting each other through 
different problems or challenges at work. As part of our support network, each of the SB 
has a dedicated mentor on the City HR Board, which has been invaluable. We have all 
had the opportunity to meet regularly, again virtually, in 2021 and discuss our own 
personal career aspirations or challenges and the work we are focused on for the SB. 
 
We work with the smaller networking groups within City HR. Some of the SB chose to 
follow their passion and areas they knew they could add value or alternatively chose to 
get involved with groups outside of their normal comfort zone. Whatever the reason for 
the choice it has been an incredible opportunity to get involved. One of the highlights 
of 2021 was involvement with the Ethnicity Taskforce and the publication of a fantastic 
guide for organisations ‘Inspiring Journeys to Race Equality’ 
 
All of us have been involved in creating content for the Community Chats. Some of us 
have worked on identifying and engaging with potential guest speakers. In June, 
members of the SB presented the Pride Community Chat, really bringing to life why 
LGBTQ+ representation is so important. Others have delivered presentations on a variety 
of topics from sharing their own personal experience of shared parental leave to 
diversifying the talent pipeline. A number of us have acted as a host on the calls and 
participated as panellists for Q&A sessions. Our work with the smaller networking groups 
in 2021 is something we unanimously feel very proud to have been involved. 
 
A goal for 2021 was to develop a strategy for the use of social media with the aim of 
increasing membership and raising awareness of the wonderful work that City HR are 
doing to support the HR profession.  We created a plan to fully utilise our own LinkedIn 
networks, but also to build excitement around pending events. Ensuring City HR has 
a social media presence is something the SB feel is important for the future of the 
Association. This work will continue in 2022. The SB have also fully supported the 
launch of Podcasts in which some  SB members have starred! In the absence of Cindy 
Mahoney over the summer, a couple of us had an opportunity to become ‘Editors’ for 
the Newsletter.  
 
The highlight of the City HR Calendar is the Annual Conference and the SB were 
delighted to  choose topics to present that aligned with the theme ‘The Brave New World 
of Work’. The SB curated the neuro-diversity content for the 2021 conference, including 
sharing personal experience, what employers need to be aware of, and organising a 
fantastic and emotive presentation delivered by Gabriel Herman, CEO of Aspierations.  
We also worked on the Agile HR presentation delivered by Perry Timms and again one 
of the SB shared their experience of using this methodology and the benefits it had 
brought to their organisation.   
 
One of our objectives for our time as inaugural SB members was to build a strong 
foundation for others to benefit from in the future as they join the SB. We believe we 
have created an environment where all Shadow Board members feel comfortable to 
voice their opinions and no ideas are dismissed without further exploration. 
Fundamentally, we are all committed to learning from each other through our SB 
membership, sharing our experiences both inside and outside of the Shadow Board. 
 
There will be an exciting opportunity to apply for positions on the Shadow Board in the 
next couple of months and if you are keen to explore this but want to know more about 
what we do please do not hesitate to contact any of us directly.   Our profiles are on the 
City HR website.   Keep an eye out for the email about the application process for 
the Shadow Board! 
 
Joanna Roddy – City HR Shadow Board Member 

Fenil Kiroya, Standard Chartered 
Bank Chairs Neuro-Diversity Live 
Discussion with (to her left) Gabriel 
Herman and  Laurel Herman of 
Aspierations and (to Fenil’s right) 
Shadow Board Members Emily 
Chalkley, Charles Russell Speechlys 
LLP and May Garabetova, Boson 
Protocol. 

Six City HR Shadow 
Board members 
finally met in person 
at November 2021 
conference!             

Monique Brown, 
BlueBay Asset 
Management;   
Clinton Thomas, LHH;  
Nick Hurley, Charles 
Russell Speechlys and 
Andrew Grant, Natixis

HR COMMUNITY CHATS: 
TOPICS DURING 2021  
Taking place every Tuesday at 9am, and 
continuing throughout 2022, topics 
covered included:  
n Race Equality,  

Professor Binna Kandola (Podcast)  
n ESG, Simmons & Simmons and 

Rothschild & Co (Podcast)  
n Latest Reward and Regulation 

Trends, PwC, Aon McLagan, Willis 
Towers Watson and City Pay  

n Raising Data Literacy Skills (using 
apprenticeship levy), Corndel and 
DAC Beachcroft (Podcast)  

n Performance Management 
Trends, BCLP, Lloyds Banking and 
Just Insurance  

n Women in Leadership : Career 
Inspirations, Taylor Wessing, LHH & 
Cisco  

n Avoiding Bullying Claims,  
Fox Williams and Steps Drama  

n Social Economic Diversity 
Social Mobility Forum, City of 
London Corporation and Socio-
Economic Diversity Taskforce input 
– Connectr  

n Pride in Inclusion led by the City 
HR Shadow Board with insights 
from NatWest Group and Bank of 
England and a Keynote by the FCA 
(Podcast)  

n EDI update and launch of 
inspiring Journeys to Race 
Equality, Financial Services Culture 
Board, MindGym, City HR EDI 
Taskforce  

n Leading in a Hybrid World 
LHH, Just Group, City HR Talent & OD 
Network  

n Digital Skills 
Corndel and FutureDotNow  

n Diversifying the Talent Pipeline, 
Included, Women Returners, Charles 
Russell Speechlys, Bank of England, 
Standard Chartered Bank 

 
Please contact sambailey@cityhr.co.uk 
to see these chats on catch-up  
For a full list of all 2021 events and our 
fantastic contributors and supporters, 
please click here.  
Summaries and slides from our HR 
Community Chats are to be found on 
our website, please click here. 

https://cityhr.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/City-HR-Events-2021.pdf
https://cityhr.co.uk/library/


CITY HR ANNOUNCES NEW SPONSORS FOR 2022 
Our members may have noticed that we have new logos on our Round-Up Report 
and the 2022 Events Schedule. We are delighted to announce that PwC and Lee 
Hecht Harrison have stepped forward as our corporate sponsors. Firstly, we are 
indebted to Oracle for their ten years of commitment to our Association including 
throughout 2021.  It has been a pleasure to work with their team.  
Secondly, we are equally thrilled that we will be working closely with PwC and LHH 
over the coming months.   This will support our regulation, EDI, leadership and career 
progression activities and take us in a new direction.  So please join the City HR Board 
in thanking Oracle, PwC and LHH for their dedication to our activities. 

CITY HR MEMBER SERVICES 
CHECKLIST:   
WHAT IS INCLUDED FOR 2022  
n HR Community Chats on Tuesdays 

9am – 10.15am delivered virtually  

n Lobbying, Representation and 

Consultation with external bodies 

on behalf of, or with, members  

n Active voice in Financial Services 

and the HR Community  

n Best Practice and Research 

Publications   

n Four Member Fora on 

Employment Law and People 

Issues (hybrid)  

n Extensive Free Seminars and 

Events   

n Website with digital HR Library, 

Videos and Podcasts   

n Electronic Newsletter ‘People 

Matter’  

n Networking Groups by Industry 

and HR Specialism   

n Expert Insights and Peer 

Discussions  

n Two Compensation Fora by 

invitation  

n Annual Regulatory Briefing  

n Women in Leadership Programme  

n Annual City HR Conference: 1 

delegate per firm in person and 

multiple attendees via the virtual 

platform 

 
 

Contracted Out  Activities  
(Discounted and still charged: POA)   

n Biennial HR Policies Benchmarking 

Programme   

n HR Business Partner Training 

(external)   

n National HR Leadership 

Programme (HR Guild) 

City HR Association 
1st Floor, 
3 More London Riverside, 
London SE1 2RE 

 
Tel:         0203 473 2742 
E-mail:  info@cityhr.co.uk 
Web:     www.cityhr.co.uk 
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EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION TO OUR NETWORK LEADERS  

Our membership services are significantly enhanced by our Special Interest Group 
Leaders who provide us with both resources and expert insights.   Whether this is 
relating to reward, policy, employment law, regulation, hybrid working, ESG, talent 
or geographical domicile and related interests of organisations, our Network Leads 
ensure that HR has the research and knowledge-sharing abilities to make life on 
the front-line easier.

OUR MISSION 
Our mission is simple.  Acting as the voice, being a technical resource and providing thought leadership in the 
City and Financial Services Sector Community on people related issues. 
 “

“

City HR was founded in 1973 as the 
Professional Association for HR in Financial 
Services.  
We now support 190 organisations across 
the sector who derive value from our 
activities.  We are run by a board of 
directors many of whom hold senior roles 
in HR within our member firms.    
The City HR Board Members are shown on 
page 2. 

THE CITY HR TEAM  
The team are (L to R);  Cindy Mahoney and 
Sam Bailey, Operations Manager, with 
Andrea Eccles, Chief Executive below.

ABOUT THE CITY HR ASSOCIATION 

City HR looks forward to seeing you on the Virtual HR Community Chat every Tuesday 
between 9 am and 10.15 am.   Please see our separate Events 2022 for the content, 
speakers and any exceptions to these sessions.  
Please SAVE THE DATE for the following hybrid events:  
n Member Forum on  29th March 4pm – 6pm with Peter Cheese, CEO, CIPD on ‘What 

next for HR’ 
n City HR AGM hosted by Charles Russell Speechlys on 28th June (4pm till 6pm 

followed by networking) 
n City HR Annual Conference and Christmas Drinks at the ICAEW on 29th November  
Should Government Covid guidance preclude in person meetings then we will deliver 
these on a virtual platform.   Most meetings are available to members on catch-up by 
contacting the City HR office and deeper insights on HR issues are available from our 
quarterly e-newsletter PEOPLE MATTER.

SAVE THE DATE

LHH


